
Global Maritime
Broadband Connectivity

TRUSTED BROADBAND SERVICE
FOR COMMERCIAL MARITIME



Trusted Nava services help sort out 
current office operations where bigger 
data demand has increased to enhance 
work efficiency. Big data such as real-time 
reports, vessel management information, 
comprehensive Internet of Things (IoT), 
and video-teleconferencing with shore 
offices is a key to improving productivity.

Flexibility
& Scalability

We design solutions that match your needs. 
Flexible service packages & contract terms 
with choices of data volume and unlimited 

plans with speed up to 8/4Mbps
and beyond.

Best-in-Class
Equipment

Our 3-axis motorized antenna enables the most 
accurate tracking performance with a great precise 

diagnosis to minimize troubleshooting analysis. 
Automatic switching among satellite beams for 

seamless connectivity.

Protecting your
network security

Stay secured with our Intrusion 
Prevention System that identifies 

and protects your vessel

Locating
your ship

Track your ship in real-time 
and find route history 

throughout the journey

Boosting
Crew Welfare

Enable crews to keep in touch 
with family and friends just 
simply like they are at home

Why
NAVA

Nava  brings reliable high-speed Internet to  ship and offshore operators for 
improving day-to-day operations and giving big smiles to ship crews knowing 
stay in touch with family and friends is just a fingertip away. We design our 
services to meet all needs of our customers’ demands. 



Oil/Gas Platform

Off Shore Support 
Vessel (OSV)

Near Coastal Boat

Marchant Ship

Our Customers

Value-added Services
Enhance your productivity with a variety of Nava’s add-on services.

Nava
Security

A comprehensive 
antivirus solution 

designed to protect 
the vessel and 

optimized for the 
maritime market

Nava
Mail

 A stable and secure 
email service, 
providing an 

application suite to 
deliver end-to-end 

solutions

Nava
Transfer

An automatic file 
transfer engine enables 
ship and shore offices 

to manage file transfers 
and synchronize 
folders remotely

Nava 
Voice

A crystal clear
voice service with 

affordable call 
rates

Nava 
Support Care

A support program from 
Nava’s certified team to 
help you maximize your 

Internet connectivity, 
with assistance available 

anytime you need

Nava Ones Portal
Everything you need in one place. The portal is 
designed based on a responsive web user interface 
that works well with all operating systems.

Monitor status, real-time browsing speed and data 
usage, knowing your data usage consumption 

Over-the-air manage airtime service plan, enhancing 
your experience to order the service at any time you 
need 

Locate the current position of your ship and track 
the ship route’s history, monitoring the sea lanes 
closely throughout your journey
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About  Nava®
Nava® is a maritime broadband service platform for ship and offshore operators—available from Thaicom as a single, end-to-end 
communications solutions provider. With Nava, Thaicom brings reliable broadband connectivity to the sea which is essential to 
connect crew and passengers, improve safety on board and support efficient vessel operations.

Service Coverage Map*

Regional coverage         Domestic coverageGlobal Coverage

*The actual coverage and availability of services
may differ from what is shown on the map.

Nava makes no guarantees of its service coverage or availability.


